Abstract-The reliability of circuits on printed circuit boards (PCBs) in many modern electronic products is affected by severe noise caused by high-speed and low-voltage operation as well as layout constraints compounded by limited space and high circuit density. Crosstalk is a major noise source that interferes with the signal integrity (SI) in poor PCB layout designs. One common method of reducing crosstalk is the three-width (3-W) rule. The serpentine guard trace (SGT) approach has also been used to reduce crosstalk using two terminal matching resistors on the SGT between the aggressor and victim. Although the SGT approach suppresses far-end crosstalk (FEXT) at the expense of more layout space, it also neglects interference caused by near-end crosstalk (NEXT). In this study, we propose the SGT via (SGTV) approach in which grounded vias are added to the SGT at appropriate locations, and the ratio between the lengths of the horizontal and vertical sections of the guard trace is adjusted to minimize NEXT and FEXT. Frequency domain simulated (measured) results showed that the SGTV approach reduced NEXT by 3.7 (7.65) and 0.83 (1.6) dB as well as FEXT by 5.11 (7.22) and 0.1 (1.98) dB compared to the 3-W and SGT approaches, respectively. In the time domain, simulated (measured) results showed that SGTV reduced NEXT by 34.67% (49.8%) and 27.5% (26.65%) as well as FEXT by 46.78% (56.52%) and 6.91% (24.8%) compared to the 3-W and SGT approaches, respectively. Our proposed approach thus effectively suppresses both NEXT and FEXT to achieve better SI in PCB layout designs than the other two methods. As our design uses two grounded vias instead of two guard trace terminators and does not require extra components, it is less costly than SGT. Our simulated and measured results indicate that our approach is suitable for practical application because of the lower cost and the ease of implementation that eliminates NEXT and FEXT.
INTRODUCTION
The progress of modern technology has led to an increasing tendency toward higher speed, greater density, less space, and lower voltages in the design of digital devices and chip packages. These factors increase the difficulty of interconnecting traces and chips on printed circuit boards (PCBs) [1] . The microstrip line structure is the most basic structure of all [2] . Microstrips are widely used in PCB applications and have become the most common forms of interconnection because they are inexpensive and easy to manufacture [3, 4] . As the space between neighboring parallel microstrips is extremely limited in high-density circuit layouts, electromagnetic coupling between them seriously affects signal integrity (SI) by introducing crosstalk [5 -10] . Therefore, the ability to avoid crosstalk in PCB layouts is one of the critical factors determining the stability of electronic products. There are two types of crosstalk: near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT) [11] . These can both be reduced by increasing the spacing between parallel runs, decreasing the thickness of the dielectric, using differential signaling, and minimizing the length of parallel runs. However, all these tradeoffs affect the system cost [12] .
The three-width (3-W) rule is a common method of reducing crosstalk [13] in which separation between parallel traces of three times the trace width has been found to reduce the flux boundary by approximately 70% [13] . However, because the remaining 30% flux boundary can still negatively affect the signal quality in high-speed, high-density, space-limited, low-voltage PCB designs, the addition of a guard trace that carries no signal has been proposed to reduce the noise induced in a victim by the aggressor and avoid crosstalk [11, 14 -17] . A guard trace that is left unterminated (i.e., open termination) will experience noise and act as a potential source of noise for the victim [11, 17] . Two terminators in the guard trace absorb the noise energy and effectively reduce the crosstalk [17] but increase the cost. Therefore, grounded vias on the guard traces are used instead to reduce crosstalk [18] . A certain number of grounded vias is equivalent to the terminator approach; fewer vias results in more noise, and more vias perform better than the terminator approach [8] .
The pure via approach can reduce crosstalk without requiring extra components [4] . Lee et al. first proposed the serpentine guard trace (SGT) as a means of eliminating FEXT in parallel high-speed interfaces by increasing the capacitive coupling ratio to equal the inductive coupling ratio [3] . The length of the vertical section in the SGT design can increase the mutual capacitance C m without significantly changing the mutual inductance L m between the aggressor and victim. Cheng et al. [19] noted that while the grounded guard trace approach is increasingly used to reduce coupling-induced crosstalk, it also introduces ringing that severely limits the performance of microstrip structures. That is, although the increased mutual capacitance can reduce FEXT, this approach results in an increase in NEXT [19] . Moreover, the large number of terminator pairs required in the guard trace increases the cost.
Our SGT via (SGTV) strategy is to combine the use of grounded vias to reduce NEXT and FEXT [19] with the SGT approach to suppress FEXT [3] . We propose a method of calculating the number and location of vias. We also describe a resonance equation in the frequency domain to optimize the resulting performance to reduce NEXT and FEXT across a desired bandwidth. Although our method uses two vias to replace the two terminal matching resistors on the SGT, our approach still results in better signal integrity (SI) of the PCB layout design. Hence, SGTV requires fewer components than the SGT approach [3] . The system cost is lower, the design is simpler, and the result can be implemented more quickly. Simulated and experimental results have clearly demonstrated these advantages of our proposed approach. Our earlier paper discussed "Design of suppressing Crosstalk by Vias of Serpentine Guard Trace" [20] . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces crosstalk and presents its characteristics. Section 3 discusses SGT characteristics as well as the design methodology and equations for our proposed SGTV approach. Section 4 presents simulated and experimental results that demonstrate how our proposed SGTV effectively suppresses both NEXT and FEXT simultaneously. We present our conclusions in Section 5.
CROSSTALK
Crosstalk is the result of the coupling effects caused by C m and L m of the victim and aggressor driven by transient signals in the aggressor [21] . Figure 1(a) shows an equivalent model of the two parallel traces and Fig. 1(b) shows a typical crosstalk signature of the victim without a guard trace [11] . The end of the victim closest to the driver (receiver) of the aggressor is referred to as the near (far) end. When the rise and fall times of the aggressor's transient logic states change continually, the signal operation of the victim will be destroyed because the coupling effect of C m and L m transfer energy from the aggressor [1] . Crosstalk noise is a major cause of concern in system design because modern high-density circuits have high C m and L m values. [1, 3] and (b) typical crosstalk signature of a victim without a guard trace [11, 16] .
For the two parallel traces shown in Fig. 1(a) , FEXT and NEXT in the victim are the noise voltages induced by the driving and receiving ends of the aggressor, respectively. The FEXT and NEXT waveform in the lossless case can be expressed by Eqs. (1) and (2) [1, 22] , respectively, where K NE and K FE are the coefficients of NEXT and FEXT, respectively; they dominate the crosstalk energy. A smaller value of the coefficient indicates less coupling crosstalk noise induced in the 3 victim by the aggressor. Parameters L S (L m ) and C S (C m ) are the self (mutual) inductance and self (mutual) capacitance, respectively.
Our major goal is to obtain smaller values of K NE and K FE . K NE is the sum of the capacitive coupling C m /C s and inductive coupling L m /L s while K FE is the difference between C m /C s and L m /L s . However, as L m /L s of K FE is greater than C m /C s in parallel traces with one side exposed to the air, FEXT is the negative pulse at the rising edge as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
GUARD TRACE
As the seriousness of crosstalk increases with increasing density and speed of circuit layouts, ground traces adjacent to high-speed interconnections are often used to reduce crosstalk in a variety of routing topologies [1, 3] and in high-speed mixed signal systems [4 -7] . To suppress crosstalk even further, some studies have proposed using a guard trace, which is one extra trace without any signal between two coupling signal traces [11, 14 -17] . As the guard trace acts as a transmission line, it cannot remain at ground potential throughout its entire length [23] . Grounded vias on the guard trace that are connected to the ground plane can enhance the performance of the guard trace, although this will be limited if the number of grounded vias is too small [8] .
Via fences, which increase the number of grounded vias on the guard trace, are increasingly used to alleviate crosstalk in dense interconnection layouts because such a fence structure can maintain the ground voltage along the guard trace. Via fences are designed and optimized to reduce coupling noise between two adjacent traces [24] . Although via fences in guard traces show excellent crosstalk reduction performance, this approach requires too many vias in the guard trace to be practical in a PCB layout [3] . An excess of vias renders the PCB structure more fragile to the point where the PCB may not support some components securely [25] . Huang et al. first proposed a method of calculating the optimal number of grounded vias required to prevent crosstalk and obtain maximum efficiency. The appropriate guard trace segment distance calculated with this method will change the position of a pulse in the victim so that a negative pulse offsets a positive pulse to reduce crosstalk [25] . This paper presents a technique based on an additional trace grounded by vias with which the crosstalk can be reduced by 50% -90% [18] . SPICE circuit analysis software was used to analyze a lumped circuit T-structure model of three coupled lines. The via discontinuities were modeled in a novel way to account for their transient skin effect resistance. Multimodal analysis of guard traces was also performed [26] using a model that allows rigorous and quantitative analysis of guard trace configurations. Ladd and Costache first used the "two-dimensional finite element method" to compute the distributed capacitance and inductance parameters of the coupled printed circuit tracks in 1992 [18] . This strategy of using guard trace vias reduces C m and L m together, and can therefore simultaneously reduce NEXT and FEXT [18, 19] .
a. Serpentine Guard Trace
Interference in electronic products increases with increasing speed and density and with decreasing operating voltage and circuit size. Lee et al. [3] proposed the SGT with the structure shown in Fig. 2(b) as a guard trace for reducing interference [3] . This SGT structure consists of horizontal and vertical guard trace sections. The horizontal section is near both the victim and aggressor to increase C m . As the vertical section of the guard trace is perpendicular to the victim and aggressor, it will not increase electromagnetic coupling. Table 1 shows the parameters L S , L m , C S , and C m measured using an LCR meter [3] , as well as K NE and K FE [3, 8, 13] . As this SGT design can increase C m up to 3.10 pf/m in Table 1 without increasing L m [3] , K FE = -0.00514 of the SGT is the lowest in Table 1 ; the SGT design thus reduces FEXT. The terminal resistors on both SGT terminals to match its characteristic resistance absorb the coupled energy of the signal. Therefore, the SGT design effectively reduces the second coupling effect and provides stable protection capability [3] . Although SGT can effectively reduce FEXT, it has two disadvantages. First, while SGT reduces K FE , this design increases K NE = 0.0149172 in Table 1 [19] . This means the SGT design requires matching resistors on both terminals of the SGT to absorb the noise energy. A design with many parallel high-speed interfaces would require a large number of resistors to suppress crosstalk [4] and would thus cost more. Therefore, we propose a new SGTV design in which grounded vias are added to the SGT as shown in Fig. 2 (c). Our proposed methodology can overcome the two disadvantages of the SGT approach. 
b. Serpentine Guard Trace Vias
Moreover, Mbairi et al. proposed the performance concept of the guard trace with grounded vias that electrical field lines can be early conducted to ground by vias of guard trace and magnetic field lines will be isolated by the guard trace with grounded vias for alleviating the interference from the aggressor by HFSS in 2007 [27] . Simultaneously, the current on the guard trace can be quickly conducted to ground by vias. Hence, both electrical and magnetic fields can be reduced their interference effect from the aggressor to victim such that both C m and L m can be effectively reduced in the guard trace with grounded vias structure [19] , while the SGT can increase C m [3] . Our proposed topology, the structure of which is shown in Fig. 2(c) , combines the advantages of these two approaches. As our method uses two vias to replace the two terminal matching resistances in the SGT approach, SGTV requires fewer components [3] and will lend itself to widespread use in practical applications.
Although the SGTV approach is an incremental improvement of SGT using grounded vias, the metric units for layout size in [3] will be changed to Imperial units for implementation reasons because we wish to collect measured results for the topologies shown in Fig. 2 and verify that our approach can simultaneously reduce both of FEXT and NEXT. All the measurement parameters of these topologies are the same as in [3] . We chose our parameter values as follows in accordance with Fig. 2(c) : PCB material, FR4 with dielectric constant tan(δ) = 0.035; PCB thickness = 7 mil, copper thickness = 1.4 mil, width of both aggressor and victim = 12 mil, guard trace width w G = 6 mil, space between aggressor and victim = 36 mil, space between guard trace and aggressor s 1 = 24 mil, space between guard trace and victim s 2 = 6 mil, total trace length = 4000 mil, horizontal section length of guard trace x = 50 mil, vertical section length of guard trace v = 24 mil, characteristic impendence of aggressor and victim = 50 , and characteristic impendence of guard trace = 68 . The IE3D simulation tool [28] was used to obtain the capacitance and inductance parameters at 60 MHz. The two terminal resistors added to the SGT terminals to match its characteristic resistance absorb the coupled signal energy [3] . As grounded vias in the SGTV design are used to absorb the noise energy instead of the terminal resistors used in the SGT design, the cost is lower because there are fewer components. Therefore, a large number of SGTV grounded vias can be used. The major reason for using vertical and horizontal sections in [1] was to increase C m . As described above, such mutual capacitance decreases both FEXT and K FE , as shown in Eq. (2), while increasing both NEXT and K NE , as shown in Eq. (1). Table 2 compares the K FE and K NE values for the 3-W [13] , SGT [3] , and SGTV approaches. As the SGTV values of C m = 0.384 pF/m and L m = 5.148 nH/m are the lowest in the whole table, the SGTV values of K FE = -0.005925 and K NE = 0.004632 are also the lowest. Four of the SGTV parameters are indicated as being "Reduced" in Table 2 . Therefore, combining grounded vias in the guard trace and adjustment of the vertical and horizontal section ratio and dimensions can simultaneously reduce FEXT and NEXT.
c. Serpentine Guard Trace Design
In SGT design, the ratio between the vertical and horizontal sections can increase C m without changing the other three parameters C s , L m , and L s [3] . The SGT reduces the difference between the capacitance and inductance couplings resulting in a smaller K FE and hence lower FEXT at the expense of greater NEXT and larger K NE coefficient [19] . Our proposed design concept is to adjust the ratio between the vertical and horizontal sections to decrease C m and L m simultaneously as shown in Table 2 . Smaller values of C m and L m lead to smaller K FE and K NE coefficients, respectively. Therefore, our proposed SGTV design can effectively reduce both FEXT and NEXT at the same time.
For verification, the total length of the transmission lines was first fixed at 4000 mil while the dimensions and ratio of the vertical and horizontal sections were determined later. The parameters C m , C s , L m , and L s of the three models were substituted into Eqs. (1) and (2) to help in determining a better ratio between the vertical and horizontal section sizes. The vertical SGTV section was fixed, while the length of the horizontal section was gradually increased to analyze its effect and illustrate our design concept. The length and width of both the aggressor and victim were set to 4000 and 12 mil, respectively. Figure 3 shows a bird's-eye view of the 4000-mil total length. The width of the SGT was set to 6 mil. The length of the horizontal section was x = 50 mil and the length of the vertical section was v = 24 mil. Both the transmission and guard traces were 1.4 mil thick, the thickness of the FR4 PCB was 7 mil, the dielectric constant of FR4 was 0.035, and the space between two neighboring traces was 6 mil. These parameters determine the characteristic impedance of both the victim and aggressor (50 and the characteristics impedance of the SGT (68  Figure 3 . Bird's-eye view of 4000-mil total length.
To determine the average performance in reducing NEXT and FEXT, an index (K NE +|K FE |)/2 is used to evaluate the effects of both K NE and K FE . The use of |K FE | is simply for convenience to ensure the index remains positive. A lower value of index (K NE +|K FE |)/2 indicates lower values of both NEXT and FEXT, i.e., better performance. The value of (K NE +|K FE |)/2 can be displayed for a simulated horizontal section length in the range of 60 -2000 mil, while all parameters are extracted by the simulation tool for a frequency of 60 MHz. Figure 4(a) shows the relationship between the length of the horizontal section and the performance index (K NE +|K FE |)/2. Figure 4(b) shows an expanded view of 4(a) for the region about 500 mil horizontal section length. In Fig. 4(b) , (K NE +|K FE |)/2 = 0.008662 is the minimum for a horizontal section length of 120 mil. As the total length of the trace for the simulation was set at 4000 mil, horizontal section lengths greater than 2000 mil are not discussed here because this would result in an asymmetric SGTV length and non-uniform performance. The next step is to obtain a better structure for simultaneously reducing both NEXT and FEXT. Simulations were conducted for horizontal sections lengths of 90, 120, 270, and 480 mil because they were easy to implement on the PCB. All available parameters in the structure can be extracted by the simulation tool [23] at 60 MHz [3, 11] . Table 3 shows the parameters C m , C s , L m , L s , K NE , K FE , and (K NE +|K FE |)/2 for the four different horizontal section lengths and a total length of 4000 mil. Similar to the method used for the horizontal cases, the range of the simulated vertical section was 12 -24 mil. Figure 4 (c) shows the relationship between the vertical length and performance index (K NE +|K FE |)/2. Our design will not consider the case where the length of the vertical section is narrower than 12 mil because this would be an irregular design; the width of the guard trace, aggressor, and victim are all 12 mil. Moreover, our study does not consider the case where the length of the vertical section is wider than 12 mil because this would be difficult to implement practically on the PCB. The lengths of the vertical section used in the simulation were representative values of 12, 21, and 24 mil. Parameters C m , C s , L m , and L s , can be extracted by the simulation tool at 60 MHz. Table 4 shows these parameters as well as K NE , K FE , and (K NE +|K FE |)/2 for the three different vertical section lengths with horizontal section lengths less than 120 mil and a total length of 4000 mil. This The length of the horizontal section affects C m and influences the crosstalk in SGTV. First, the coupling length was varied from 2000 to 4000 mil and the horizontal section length was varied from 0 to 2000 mil in the simulation. Figure 5(a) shows the interrelationship of the horizontal section length of the guard trace, the total trace length, and K NE . The results indicate a direct relationship between the total trace length and K NE , and an inverse relationship between the horizontal section length and K NE . That is, a longer transmission trace results in a higher value of K NE because it increases L m /L s , and a longer horizontal section results in a lower value of K NE because the decreased ratio C m /C s is less than the increased ratio of L m /L s . Figure 5(b) shows the interrelationship of the horizontal section length of the guard trace, the total length of the trace, and |K FE |, the last of which is plotted on the z-axis. The results indicate that both the total length of the trace and the horizontal section length are directly proportion to |K FE |. That is, a longer transmission trace results in a higher value of |K FE | due to the increase in L m /L s and the decrease in C m /C s .
Therefore, a longer total trace length will cause more NEXT and FEXT because its coupling segment is longer. Increasing the horizontal section length of the SGT reduces K NE and increases K FE . Based on the discussion above, the results show that one design will increase C m and reduce FEXT at the expense of increased NEXT. However, using our approach, we can adjust the horizontal section length of the SGT to reduce K NE and K FE simultaneously. Better selection of the horizontal length will result in better overall performance by reducing both NEXT and FEXT. Figure 6 Obtaining better performance by adjusting the ratio between horizontal section length and total transmission line length requires a two-step operation. The first step is to normalize the results of Figs. 5(a) and (b), and the second is to add the two results of the first step. Hence, the guard trace results indicate better performance of the valley line, for horizontal section lengths of 120 -128 mil and total transmission line lengths of 2000 -4000 mil for reducing crosstalk. Therefore, the segment valley is redrawn as shown in Fig. 6(b) . The results shown in Table 4 indicate that a longer vertical section causes more NEXT and less FEXT. Therefore, the vertical section of SGTV is as long as possible because a higher value of C m will produce a higher value of K FE and less FEXT. Finally, the space between the aggressor and victim is three times the trace width. Under this limitation, the vertical section of SGTV is as long as possible. Figure 6(b) shows the optimum ratio of the total length of the trace (x-axis) to the SGTV horizontal section length (y-axis) as a straight line.
d. Results After Adjusting Parameters
The dimensions of all guard traces were adjusted to x = 120 mil and v = 24 mil with two terminating resistors on the SGT. The simulation tool [28] was used to obtain the capacitance and inductance parameters for 60 MHz as shown in Table 5 . The SGTV after column indicates values after adjusting the length of the horizontal section so that C m increased slightly from 0.384 pF/m to 0.391 pF/m and L m decreased slightly from 5.148 nH/m to 4.833 nH/m. The SGTV structure is the same as SGT [3] , and SGTV after , which will be discussed later, is a variation of SGTV. Hence, compared to the SGTV design, SGTV after gives 4.6% better performance based on K NE and 8.2% better performance based on K FE . Therefore, adjusting the length proportion of the horizontal section can effectively reduce both the NEXT and FEXT of the SGTV approach. The grounded vias were used in the SGTV approach to absorb the noise energy and effectively reduce the crosstalk without requiring two matching resistors. Resonance will occur in the frequency domain [18] because of the vias on the SGTV. To obtain the relationship between resonance and the SGTV bandwidth, the resonance is calculated as described in the next section. 
e. Resonance of the Serpentine Guard Trace Vias
This section discusses our proposed equations. First, to adjust the distance between two neighboring vias to control the location of the resonance [24, 29] , a small number of vias are added to the SGTV structure. The relationship between the number of vias and the number of the serpentine amount is investigated later. We will discuss our proposed equation in detail. To facilitate the explanation of the SGTV resonance, some related parameters in Fig. 2(c) are substituted and rearranged to give the SGTV structure shown in Fig. 7 . The total length  (width of w) of the aggressor and victim is 4000 (12) mil.
Let w G , x, v, and y be the SGTV width (6 mil), the length of the horizontal section (120 mil), the length of the vertical section (24 mil), and the vertical distance (12 mil), respectively. In addition, N is the number of the serpentine amount, t is the thickness of both the trace and the SGT (1.4 mil), h is the PCB thickness (7 mil), ε r be is dielectric coefficient of FR4 (4.664) , tan δ is the dielectric loss (0.035), s 1 is the space between guard trace and aggressor (24 mil), and s 2 is the space between the guard trace and victim (6 mil). In addition, the via diameter is 9 mil. The parameters of this design determine the characteristic impendence of both the aggressor and the victim as 50 and the characteristic impendence of SGTV as 68 .Thus, the relationship between y and v is given by = + 2 v y w
The resonance phenomenon caused by the vias on the SGT has been discussed previously [10, 29] . Hence, the equation in [29] can be rewritten as Eq. (4) where f, K, L, and ε reff are the resonance frequency, the number of resonances, the distance between two neighboring vias, and the dielectric coefficient of the microstrip line, respectively.
Equation (4) shows that the distance between two neighboring vias will affect the resonance location. Hence, adjusting the location of the vias will control the resonance. In addition, because the current in the serpentine guard induced by the aggressor will be changed by the bent sections (called Γ-junctions) of the SGT at high frequencies, the induced current, which is concentrated on the inner side of the bent sections, of the following distance on the SGT will be changed [30] . Hence, our proposed Eq. (5) revises the following current of the equivalent distance at the bent section. Then, substituting the relationship between the vias and number of the serpentine amount, the resonance order position can be adjusted by controlling the number of the serpentine amount. Let L be the distance between two neighboring vias on the microstrip line, and N be the number of the serpentine amount as before. In addition, let x, y, and w be the SGTV horizontal length, vertical distance, and the width, respectively.
Based on the results reported previously [31] , obtaining the dielectric coefficient for the microstrip structure requires another calculation. Equation (6) shows the equation for calculating ε reff where F is the correction coefficient from Eq. (7), h is the PCB thickness, w is the trace width, and t is the trace thickness. 
To simplify the explanation of Eqs. (4) - (7), let SGTV 3N (SGTV 4N , SGTV 5N , SGTV 6N ) indicate the configuration in which two neighboring vias are located between 3 (4, 5, 6) serpentines in the SGTV. The parameters shown in Fig. 7 are used here. When the parameters of the SGTV 5N structure, with two vias located between five serpentines, are substituted into Eqs. (4) -(7), the resonance frequency occurs at 4.73 GHz. The simulation results using the simulation tool [28] were used to verify that the proposed equations were correct. Our simulation results presented in Fig. 8(a) agreed with the calculated value for the first resonance frequency in SGTV 5N indicating that our proposed equations are correct. The NEXT and FEXT of the simulated results for SGTV 3N , SGTV 4N , SGTV 5N , and SGTV 6N , referred to as SGTV after , are shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), respectively, in the frequency domain. Therefore, designers can use our methodology to select the number of vias to meet the bandwidth requirement to achieve optimum SGTV performance. 
SIMULATED AND MEASURED RESULTS
Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the simulated and experimental results in the frequency and time domains for the 3-W, SGT, and SGTV structures, respectively. We wish to verify that the SGTV FEXT and NEXT values are the lowest. Our SGTV structure can suppress crosstalk up to 6 GHz, because there is no resonance in the SGTV 3N structure during 6 GHz. Table 6 shows all parameters used and our verified results. 
a. Simulated Results
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the simulated frequency domain NEXT and FEXT [28] of the three approaches.
(a) (b) Figure 9 . Simulated results of (a) NEXT and (b) FEXT.
The operating frequency of most modern electronic products is less than 6 GHz [32] . Therefore, our SGTV design concept focuses on frequencies below 6 GHz. An intersection point was observed for FEXT in Fig. 9(b) . As selecting the better design is difficult simply using curves, we added all decibel values below 6 GHz and then averaged them as shown in Table 7 . Table 7 shows the averages of the simulation results in the frequency domain for the 3-W, SGT, and SGTV 3N approaches. Compared to the 3-W results, our proposed SGTV showed better performance by about 3.7 dB for NEXT and 5.11 dB for FEXT in the frequency domain. Compared to the SGT structure, SGTV performed better by about 0.83 dB for NEXT and 0.1 dB for FEXT in the frequency domain. Hence, our proposed structure had outperformance of the three in the frequency domain for both NEXT and FEXT.
Next, we examined the performance in the time domain. Let the rise time and amplitude of the input step signal be 100 ps and 3.3 V, respectively. Figures 10(a) and (b) show the simulation results for NEXT and FEXT, respectively, in the time domain for the 3-W, SGT, and SGTV 3N , approaches, and Table 7 shows the peak values. The NEXT evaluated by its peak was 15.66, 14.11, and 10.23 mV for 3-W, SGT, and SGTV 3N , respectively. The FEXT of 3-W, SGT, and SGTV 3N was -106.78, -61.05, and -56.83 mV, respectively. These observations show that in the time domain, the SGTV approach can reduce NEXT by 34.67% and 27.5% more than of 3-W and SGT, respectively, and reduce FEXT by 46.78% and 6.91% more than 3-W and SGT, respectively. Thus, our proposed methodology clearly showed outperformance of the three. Figure 11 shows the physical prototypes of the 3-W, SGT, and SGTV 3N topologies constructed with the same parameters used in the simulations (Table 6 and Fig. 2 ) to test their experimental performance. Crosstalk in the victim was measured using an Agilent E8362B network analyzer in the frequency domain [29] . Figures 12(a) and 12(b) show the measured NEXT and FEXT results. Figure 12 shows that the NEXT and FEXT performance of the SGTV is outperformance of the three approaches. Table 8 shows the frequency domain average. Table 8 shows that our SGTV 3N approach can improve NEXT by 7.65 dB compared to the 3-W approach and 1.6 dB compared to the SGT approach in the frequency domain. For FEXT, the equivalent figures were 7.22 and 1.98 dB. Our structure thus has outperformance of the three.
b. Experimental Results
We used the same input signal for the time domain experiments that was used in the simulation: i.e., step signal of 3.3 V with a rise time of 100 ps. Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the experimental results for NEXT and FEXT, while Table 8 shows the peak values. In the time domain, SGTV reduced the NEXT by 49.8% compared to the 3-W approach and by 26.6% compared to the SGT approach. For FEXT, the equivalent values were 56.6% and 24.8%, respectively. Thus, our approach has outperformance of the three in the time domain as well as in the frequency domain. Figure 13 . Experimental results in the time domain for (a) NEXT and (b) FEXT There were small differences between the simulated and experimental results for several reasons. First, while the tested PCB trace was originally set to 50 , this changes slightly during crosstalk that simultaneously excites the odd and even modes [33] . In addition, connection loss occurs between the connector and the PCB [25] . Hence, there is a slight difference about the 50- impedance characteristic between the simulated and experimental cases. These errors aside, our simulation and experimental results both indicated that the performance of our proposed SGTV was indeed better than those of 3-W and SGT topologies for suppressing both NEXT and FEXT.
CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed the SGTV structure, which uses grounded vias on the SGT to provide effective suppression of both NEXT and FEXT simultaneously. Unlike the SGT approach, which requires extra components on the guard trace and can suppress only FEXT, our design uses vias and suppresses both NEXT and FEXT. We have proposed a design rule to determine the total length and the horizontal section length of the trace to achieve optimum performance. In addition, we developed a method for determining the number and spacing of vias to achieve the desired bandwidth. Together, these can be used to quickly create the SGTV structure. The simulated and experimental results showed good agreement, and demonstrated that our SGTV design is valid. In the frequency domain, the simulated (measured) results indicated that SGTV could improve NEXT by 3.7 (7.65) dB compared to the 3-W approach and 0.83 (1.6) dB compared to the SGT approach. The equivalent figures for FEXT were 5.11 (7.22) and 0.1 (1.98) dB, respectively. In the time domain, the simulated (measured) results indicated that SGTV improved NEXT by 34.67% (49.8%) compared to the 3-W approach and 27.5% (26.65%) compared to the SGT approach. The equivalent figures for FEXT were 46.78% (56.52%) and 6.91% (24.8%) dB, respectively. These simulated and experimental results confirmed that our proposed SGTV structure not only shows better performance than the alternatives, but also requires no extra components such as terminating resistors to reduce noise significantly. The suppression of NEXT and FEXT is quite effective and our design may be used in practical engineering solutions.
